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BENEFITS SUMMARY
• A UPI customer saves thousands of
dollars annually by displacing paper
IRA forms with Adobe PDF forms.
• The exact fidelity of Adobe PDF files
with hard-copy originals lets UPI
displace paper IRA documents with
legally compliant electronic forms.
• Delivering IRA forms online helps
UPI’s clients—financial institutions—
increase convenience to their
customers.
• The Adobe Acrobat API enables
financial institutions to populate
their databases directly from an
Adobe PDF form, eliminating
bank-caused data-entry errors.

funds companies—have relied on Universal

copying and paper-processing costs.

www.universalpensions.com

Pensions, Inc. (UPI), of Brainerd, Minnesota,
for the forms that are necessary to maintain
government compliance for retirement plans.
Now, in a decidedly twenty-first century
twist, the country’s leading provider of retirement plan consulting, services, and products is providing a service that lets financial
institutions offer their customers the ability
to open and service IRAs electronically via
the Web. The enabling technology: Adobe
Acrobat 4.0 software and Adobe Portable
Document Format (PDF).
FASTER, MORE CONVENIENT
A P P L I CA T I O N S

Two years ago when UPI asked financial
institutions how it could improve its IRA
service and support, the resounding answer
was to continue providing the same, highquality forms but make them available on
the Web. Historically, IRA customers had to
drive to their distant financial institutions,
be interviewed by an agent in the branch,

To offer IRA forms, UPI needed an electronic file format that would maintain fidelity with the original legal form, no matter
what computer, software, and printer the
IRA customer used because deviations could
render the forms invalid.
EXACT FIDELITY WITH
O R I G I N A L L E G A L D O C U M E NTS

After considering native application files,
a proprietary file format, and HTML, UPI
decided on Adobe PDF files. Unlike native
application files, Adobe PDF files retain the
look of the original legal document no matter
what computer, application, version, and
printer the customer has. Unlike the proprietary format, which garbled forms longer
than five pages, Adobe Acrobat could easily
handle multipage IRA forms. The advantages of Adobe PDF over HTML forms are
its quality, consistency, and document integrity. “For electronic forms, Adobe PDF is the
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secured transaction repository that allows
the information to be easily accessed by the
institution’s staff or be integrated with the
institution’s database. “By saving data via
the Adobe PDF form, financial institutions
eliminate data entry errors,” says Headlee.
COST SAVINGS

UPI’s customers report quantifiable cost savings from displacing their paper IRA documents with Adobe PDF forms. “Star One
Federal Credit Union calculates it will save
thousands of dollars annually in photocopying and paper management costs,” says
Roggenkamp. “The use of Adobe PDF forms
also ensures that all Star One IRA documentation looks consistent, meets regulatory requirements, and is used in a consistent way.”
Having successfully launched its online IRA
UPI’s service enables financial institutions to let customers apply for and open IRAs electronically via the
Web. Adobe PDF forms are populated with customer data based on information entered by the customer.
The Adobe PDF forms application stores both the form and the data in a Secured Transaction Repository
where information can be accessed by the institution’s staff or integrated with the institution’s database.

Service Center, UPI is now developing other
services based on Adobe Acrobat. On the
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TOOL KIT
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from the questionnaire, and presents the
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completed forms on-screen in Adobe PDF.

Software
Adobe Acrobat 4.0
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe Photoshop

When the customer views the completed
AUTOMATIC FORM S P O P U L A T I O N

forms on-screen, he or she can make edits

UPI uses Adobe Photoshop® and Adobe

if needed. The customer simply prints out

Illustrator® software to create about 50

the completed forms, signs them, and mails

unique, branded IRA forms for each cus-

them back to the financial institution. The

tomer. UPI now also uses Adobe Acrobat 4.0

entire process is completed in minutes from

software to convert native application files
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to Adobe PDF forms, which it makes available at www.iraservicecenter.com, to which
financial institutions link their own sites.

Hardware and Web Environment
Microsoft® IIS 4.0 using Active Server
Pages technology
Intel® Pentium® II class Web Server
MS® SQL Server 7.0 for database platform

Uniquely, Adobe Acrobat Forms software
stores both the form and the data in a
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